Stress, lifestyle and environmental factors can all cause immune suppression.

According to the CDC, as much as 90% of all illness can be directly tied to a breakdown of immune function brought on by outside stresses.

Many antibiotics are no longer effective at combating common diseases, and a lack of research means there is a shortage of alternatives.

Wellmune primes key immune cells to help protect against the harmful effects of physical or lifestyle stress.

Wellmune begins to provide immune support in 48 HOURS.

Over 595 test subjects have displayed improved immune system response with the use of Wellmune.

Average reduction in upper respiratory tract infections displayed by subjects given Wellmune.

250 MILLIGRAMS
The approximate optimal adult dose of Wellmune.

Estimated percentage of all debilitating diseases that can be associated with toxin-related pollution present in the environment.

Over 595 test subjects have displayed improved immune system response with the use of Wellmune.

Over 20%

Many antibiotics are no longer effective at combating common diseases, and a lack of research means there is a shortage of alternatives.
SUMMARY OF CLINICAL RESEARCH RESULTS FOR WELLMUNE WGP®:

1. **MARATHON STUDY** – Wellmune reduced by 40% Upper Respiratory Tract Infection Symptoms in 182 runners

2. **EXERCISE STRESS STUDY** – Wellmune reduced Immune Suppression that is normally associated with strenuous exercise
   a. Wellmune group had higher levels of key cytokines
   b. Prevented alternations in monocyte and key cytokines following high intensity exercise

3. **MED STUDENTS STUDY** – Wellmune reduced the duration of cold/flu symptoms in 100 med students (90 day study at peak of cold/flu season)
   a. A significant reduction (18%) in the total number of days of self-reported upper respiratory tract infections

4. **LIFESTYLE STRESS STUDY** – 58% reduction in respiratory tract infections, 9.5% increase in overall well-being, 11% increase in vigor
   a. Used POMS (profiles of mood states) survey to assess changes in mental and physical energy levels

5. **LIFESTYLE STRESS STUDY** – 150 subjects with high stress
   a. Increased vigor, decreased fatigue, reduced tension, reduced stress-induced confusion

6. **ALLERGY STUDY** – 48 healthy subjects, Wellmune provided relief to ragweed allergy sufferers
   a. 27% reduction in average allergy symptoms
   b. 52% reduction in severity of symptoms

7. **COLD & FLU STUDY** – Wellmune maintained physical health and reduced down time during 90 days, 40 healthy subjects
   a. Less fever incidence compared to placebo
   b. No need to take sick day from work/school compared to placebo
   c. Increase in general health and emotional well-being

8. **FIREFIGHTER STUDY** – Firefighters reported improved health with Wellmune
   a. 23% reduction in respiratory infections
   b. Dramatic improvement in overall health

9. **MARATHONER STUDY** – 75 marathon runners
   a. 67% decrease in respiratory tract infection symptoms
   b. 22% increase in vigor
   c. 48% reduction in fatigue
   d. 38% reduction in tension
   e. 38% reduction in confusion

*Wellmune WGP is the registered trademark of Biothera Inc.*